J eba ™ Medic al H o sier y Co llect io n

The best advice is sometimes the simplest. Eat well, exercise
regularly and get enough rest. Living well consists of lifestyle
choices. These choices include the use of quality products in
all areas of life, including foot health.
We are proud to introduce our own premium line of medical
hosiery and socks to complement the custom foot orthoses,
AFO or footwear that you are dispensing from your clinic.
This premium line, Jeba™ Medical Hosiery, includes medical
gradient compression hosiery and diabetic active living socks.
All of our Jeba™ products are made from premium, technical
yarns designed to address a wide range of circulatory conditions
as well as the diabetic foot. Jeba™ Medical Hosiery products
are also popular for travel, pregnancy, sport or simply to maintain
healthy circulation for energized legs and feet at the end of
a long day – there is truly a style for everyone!
Thank you for choosing OHI. We value your business and look
forward to working with you to achieve success in your practice.
Sincerely,

Peter Karolidis
Vice President of Sales & Marketing
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4

Casual

A

B

Casual Knee-High
These unisex casual knee-highs are available in three colors
and are perfect for daily wear or travel. Knee-high medical
gradient compression hosiery is ideal for a variety of conditions
that cause swelling in the feet or ankles, including pregnancy,
and long distance travel. Many people choose to wear knee-high
compression hosiery to maintain healthy circulation to the
lower limbs and to recover from a day of walking, standing or
sport performance.
Features:

C

A

Non-binding top band keeps the
garment comfortably in place

B

Classic ribbed pattern ideal
for everyday wear

C

Heel pocket with reinforced
stitching

D

Gradient compression from the
foot to the top of the garment

E

Ultra-Fresh™ anti-microbial agent
for odor control

F

Roomy toe box with single flat
seam to prevent friction

Unisex
mmHg: 20-30
Colours:

D

Sizes: S, M, L, XL

E
F

Knee-High
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6

Dress / Fashion

A

Business
Trouser Sock
These fashionable men’s trouser socks are knee-high and are

B

designed to be worn with suits or dress pants so that you can
experience the benefit of gradient compression without
sacrificing style. Knee-high medical gradient compression
hosiery is ideal for a variety of conditions that cause swelling
in the feet or ankles and is popular to wear preventively for
long distance travel. Many people choose to wear knee-high
compression hosiery to maintain healthy circulation to the
lower limbs and to recover from a day of standing, walking
or sport performance.
Features:

C

D

F

A

Non-binding top band keeps the
garment comfortably in place

B

Finely ribbed pattern ideal for
suit or dress pants

C

Heel pocket with reinforced
stitching

D

Gradient compression from the
foot to the top of the garment

E

Ultra-Fresh™ anti-microbial agent
for odor control

F

Roomy toe box with single flat
seam to prevent friction

Men’s

E

mmHg: 15-20 / 20-30
Colours:
Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Knee-High
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8

Dress / Fashion

A

Diamond Knee-High
These women’s fashion knee-highs are designed to be worn
with dress pants or long skirts so that you can experience
the beneﬁt of gradient compression without sacriﬁcing style.
Knee-high medical gradient compression hosiery is ideal for

B

a variety of conditions that cause swelling in the feet or ankles,
including pregnancy, and they are popular to wear preventatively
for long distance travel. Many people choose to wear knee-high
compression hosiery to maintain healthy circulation to the
lower limbs and to recover from a day of standing, walking or
sport performance.
Features:

C

D

A

Non-binding top band keeps the
garment comfortably in place

B

Stylish and elegant diamond texture
pattern ideal for dress pants or long skirts

C

Heel pocket with reinforced
stitching

D

Gradient compression from the
foot to the top of the garment

E

Ultra-Fresh™ anti-microbial agent
for odor control

F

Roomy toe box with single flat
seam to prevent friction

Women’s
mmHg: 15-20 / 20-30
Colours:

E

Sizes: S, M, L, XL

F
Knee-High
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10

Dress / Fashion

A

Sheer Vibrance
Pantyhose
These sheer pantyhose are designed for day or evening wear
so that you can experience the beneﬁt of gradient compression
without sacriﬁcing style. Medical gradient compression hosiery
is ideal for a variety of conditions that cause swelling in the feet,
ankles, lower legs and even the thigh/pelvis. Many people choose
to wear compression hosiery to maintain healthy circulation to
the lower limbs and to recover from a day of standing or walking.
Features:

B

A

Non-binding, comfortable
waistband keeps the garment
comfortably in place

B

Sheer, smooth and lightweight
for everyday wear

C

Heel pocket with reinforced
stitching

D

Gradient compression from the
foot to the top of the garment

E

Ultra-Fresh™ anti-microbial agent
for odor control

F

Roomy toe box with single flat
seam to prevent friction

Women’s
mmHg: 20-30
Colours:

C

E

Sizes: S, M, L, XL

D

F

Pantyhose
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12

Casual

A

Sheer Vibrance
Thigh-High
These sheer thigh-highs are designed for day or evening wear
so that you can experience the beneﬁt of gradient compression
without sacriﬁcing style. Thigh-high medical gradient compression
hosiery is ideal for a variety of conditions that cause swelling
in the feet, ankles, lower legs or during pregnancy. Many people
choose to wear compression hosiery to maintain healthy circulation
to the lower limbs and to recover from a day of standing or walking.
Features:

B

A

Non-binding top band keeps the
garment comfortably in place

B

Sheer, smooth and lightweight
for everyday wear

C

Heel pocket with reinforced
stitching

D

Gradient compression from the
foot to the top of the garment

E

Ultra-Fresh™ anti-microbial agent
for odor control

F

Roomy toe box with single flat
seam to prevent friction

Women’s

C

mmHg: 20-30
Colours:

E

D

F

Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Thigh-High
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14

Active / Sport

A

Active Cushion
Socks

B

These socks are designed with extra cushioning in high pressure
areas for comfort and shock absorption. Our Active Cushion
line is ideal for casual wear, active walking and athletics. Many
people choose to wear compression hosiery to maintain healthy
circulation to the lower limbs and to recover from a day of standing,
walking or sport performance.
Features:

A

Non-binding top band keeps the
garment comfortably in place

B

Finely ribbed pattern ideal for
everyday wear

C

Extra cushioning
in high pressure areas

D

Gradient compression from the
foot to the top of the garment

E

Ultra-Fresh™ anti-microbial agent
for odor control

F

Roomy toe box with single flat
seam to prevent friction

C
D

Unisex
mmHg: 20-30

E

Colours:
Sizes: S, M, L, XL

F
Knee-High
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Casual

A

Diabetic and
Active Living Socks
While many people enjoy natural ﬁbers such as cotton or wool,
these can be detrimental for diabetics as they produce friction
and/or hold moisture. The Jeba™ line is made with synthetic ﬁbers
that are low friction, have only one, flat seam at the toes and
is infused with an anti-microbial agent. A unique, wide, nonbinding band at the top holds the sock securely in place without
placing pressure on the delicate tissue of the lower leg.
This line of socks is also ideal for non-diabetics looking for
an everyday active performance sock with maximum comfort

B

and durability.
Features:

C

A

Non-binding top band keeps the
garment comfortably in place

B

Moisture-wicking materials to prevent
fungal infections

C

Ultra-Fresh™ anti-microbial agent
for odor control

D

Single flat seam to prevent friction

Unisex

D

Colours:
Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Ankle

Crew

Mid Calf
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Sizing

How to measure your compression socks
Thigh

Measuring Tips:

2” below the groin

Knee-High
Mid-Calf

For knee-highs, measure the
circumference of your ankle and calf,
plus the length of your leg from the
floor to where your knee bends.

Ankle

For thigh-highs also measure the
circumference of your upper thigh.

Greater than 15” (38cm)

Knee-High (Calf) Length

Below the knee-cap

Widest point of the calf

Narrowest point above ankle bone

For pantyhose, additionally measure
the center of your hips.

Casual Knee-High, Diamond Knee-High,
Business Trouser, Active Cushion

Sheer Vibrance
Thigh-High

Sheer Vibrance
Pantyhose

Smallest Ankle Area

Largest Calf Area

Calf Length

Largest Thigh Area

Center of Hips

Small

7” - 81/4” / 18 - 21cm

11” - 15” / 28 - 38cm

to 151/2” / to 39cm

15 ¾” - 243/8” / 40-62cm

28” - 45” / 71 - 115cm

Medium

83/8” - 97/8” / 21 - 25cm

117/8” - 161/2” / 30 - 42cm

to 17” / to 43cm

181/8” - 271/2” / 46-70cm

30” - 50” / 76 - 127cm

Large

10” - 113/8” / 25 - 29cm

121/2” - 181/8” / 32 - 46cm

to 19” / to 49cm

211/2” - 303/4” / 54-78cm

33” - 54” / 83 - 137cm

X-Large

111/2” - 13” / 29 - 33cm

133/8” - 195/8” / 34 - 50cm

to 20” / to 51cm

235/8” - 32” / 60-81cm

40” - 65” / 102 - 166cm
Diabetic and Active Living Socks
Average Shoe Size
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Small

4 - 6M / 5 -7W

Medium

6.5 - 8.5M / 7.5 - 9.5W

Large

9 - 11M / 10 - 12W

X-Large

11.5 - 14M / 12+

OHI is the global leader in technologies and treatment options for healthcare
providers who treat conditions associated with the lower extremities. Through
a growing family of brands, OHI continues to innovate and create on a global
scale in an effort to provide a complete lower extremity solution. Recognized
as a pioneer in the field of manufacturing of custom foot orthoses and ankle
foot orthoses (AFOs), OHI currently distributes its products and technologies
throughout North America, Europe and Australia.
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Corporate Head Office:
1393 Veterans Memorial Hwy, Suite 100-S
Hauppauge, New York, 11788, USA
OHI.net
Canadian Head Office:
160 Markland St, Markham, ON, Canada, L6C 0C6
LangerBiomechanics.com - 1. 800.645.5520 (Toll Free)
TOG.com - 1.800.551.3008 (Toll Free)
For more information email us at: jeba@ohi.net
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